
Help us reduce collisions and

casualties – and save lives

Send us the footage if you capture

dangerous road user behaviour… 

and we’ll take action to make 

Essex roads safer

To submit camera footage of dangerous or illegal road

user behaviour please visit:

saferessexroads.org/extraeyes

And follow the instructions on the page.

We also need members of the community to let us

have any other ‘intelligence’ that will assist in detecting

criminal driving behaviour, such as driving whilst

disqualified or whilst over the prescribed drink/drug

drive limit. This will enable the police to use their

resources more efficiently to keep Essex safer - ‘Extra

Eyes’ across the community, and not just behind a

camera.

You can pass on information to Crimestoppers in two

ways: by calling 0800 555 111 any time of day or

night, or by filling in a secure ‘giving information’ 

form on the Crimestoppers’ website: 

crimestoppers-uk.org
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We want your help to identify these people- by

sending in your camera footage for review by

Essex Police.

If we think the behaviour on film is dangerous

or illegal we will either:

• Contact the person and explain to them 

what the consequences of their actions 

could have been. 

• Offer them a driver retraining course to 

improve their behaviour and safety 

• Prosecute offenders, using the footage you 

supply as evidence.

Submitting your camera footage is quick and

easy to do - see the rear of this leaflet to find

out how.

Thanks for your help and support - together

we can make Essex roads even safer, and

reduce collisions and casualties.

Most of the people who use roads

across Essex do so responsibly and

with care and consideration for

other road users. 

However, a small number behave

irresponsibly and inconsiderately

and are a danger to themselves 

and others.

Help us reduce collisions and

casualties – and save lives

To find out more visit:

saferessexroads.org/extraeyes 

Find us on social media by using the following

hashtag: #extraeyes


